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2016:

- Exhibited at the Saudi National Creative Initiative

2015: 

- Winner of Behance’s Creative Portfolio Award 
- Winner of best speaker at Behance Portfolio Review

2014: 

- Winner of Tashkeils’s Middle East Emergent Artist prize
- Exhibited at the Qatar Museum of Fine Art
- Exhibited at the Kuwait Grand Mosque

2012: 

- Winner of Crossway Foundation’s creative journey 
- Exhibited at the British Museum, London

ACHIEVEMENTS



Feel free to read about this on www.alisalwa.wordpress.com

PORTFOLIO?  IT WOULD ONLY BE RIGHT TO START WITH A SELF PORTRAIT ...

Live concept presented at Behance, Jeddah 2015



LOGO DESIGN

- Create a brand identity for Saudi Corporate Services that highlights their business process outsourcing service.
- Merging the cubilce visual with the word mark logo
- Color scheme emphasises locality, with a touch of a the new younger approach

CONCEPT:



BRANDING MOCKUP



BRANDING MOOD



LOGO DESIGN

Create a brand identity that inspires unique customised travel journeys by offering contributor’s knowledge 
from experience, while expanding their contributor base for future users. 

OBJECTIVE:



BRANDING MOCKUP



DUAL PURPOSE BUSINESS CARD



DUAL PURPOSE BUSINESS CARD



COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

‘Capture your perfect morning!’



Cirque Du Soleil

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY



TARGET AUDIENCE: 
 
Young male adults

OBJECTIVE: 

Evoke a feeling of nostalgia

CONCEPT:
 
  Allow young men to link with primitive drivers.

  Minimum focus played on actual brand, 
  but rather focusing on the subject.

  Emphasis on evoking emotion over function.

  Reminding the young drivers to experience speed & power 
  of vintage sport cars.

  The iconic 60s Shelby shown against an open field
  acts as a simple call to action.

PHOTOGRAPHED AT:

The Racing Adventure Park, Houston - Texas

PSYCHOLOGY OF DESIGN & MARKETING



CHARACTER DESIGN; IPHONEDOODLES

Created with one finger, a four-inch screen, under nine minutes!
Feel free to see more under #JeddahTrafficSeries



- Exerpt of a mural created for the Creative Seed Office
- Covers a 3 meter wall at thier HQ
- Highlight the services provided by the firm, enhance the clients waiting experience.

 See more doodles at #alisalwadoodles!

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN: COMMISSIONED MURAL FOR CREATIVE SEED STUDIO

OBJECTIVE:



Moments captured in my journal, often far more rewarding than just taking a picture.
Feel free to see more under #QuickJournalSketches

#QUICKJOURNALSKETCHES



CONCEPTUAL PHOTOGRAPHY

alisalwa.wordpress.com/18/07/2014/create-inspire2012-/

Exhibited at The British Museum, London 2012



This portfolio may not consist of all the skills I possess, 
but rather consists of those I am most confident of.

The first few pages help give an idea of my 

   Comfort level with photography, photoshop, & illustrator
   Critical thinking 
   Marketing & branding
   Experience with clients

However, the last four pages were intentionally added 
to show that despite how I may be pursuing a degree in 
graphic design, the basis of that career choice 
is my love for the arts.

I believed the skill sets I would acquire in my bachelors 
would help me become a better skilled artist, 
however once I started to work as a designer, 
I noticed how deeply they are both intertwined 
making me fall in love with design, art and creativity 
all together.


